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Gravity-assisted segregation of granular materials of equal mass and size
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High-resolution segregation is demonstrated for elastic granular materials of the same mass and size. Each
grain starts at a randomly selected position in the entrance facet of a cylinder, accelerates downwards due to
gravity, and then bounces against a massive obstacle with a collision cross section that is proportional to the
facet size. Bounce dynamics of the falling grain is a function of its relative elasticity with the obstacle.
Subsequent collisions of the grain with the wall are assumed to be perfectly elastic. In the absence of inter-
particle collisions, grain focusing occurs at points along the cylinder axis. In the absence of rotation, focusing
occurs regardless of the initial locations and~downward! velocities of the grains at the entrance facet. The
focus location depends only on the coefficient of restitution of the falling particle and the obstacle size. Grains
arrive at the focus in temporally localized bursts even if released simultaneously from the facet. Efficient
segregation is, therefore, achieved without additional mechanical work~e.g., shaking, spinning! on the system
configuration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Granular matter is encountered in many aspects of d
life from food ingredients~e.g., sugar, cream, coffee, ric
grains, cereals, etc.!, medical tablets and capsules, fac
powders, to construction materials~sand, gravel, cement!.
The possible sizes of granular materials encompass a
range of scale from the submillimetric silica sand grains
meter-size rocks and boulders.

Granular matter is interesting because it could be con
ered as a new type of condensed matter that exhibit pro
ties which are liquidlike, gaslike, and solidlike@1#. Granular
materials could assume the shape of their container, sup
a load ~in the absence of confinement! and its componen
particles do not exhibit noncontact interaction.

Rapid and accurate segregation and mixing are two
portant concerns when handling granular materials@2–12#.
The capability to separate or mix different granular mater
according to a desired specification has important appl
tions in the service, utility, and manufacturing sectors of
dustry. Researchers have also found that a number of in
esting phenomena could arise depending on the mixing
separation technique that is being utilized@2,3,8,11#.

Granular materials are usually separated according to
or mass. Spatial~mesh! filter is the most straightforward
method for rapid size separation. Grains of different mas
size values may also be separated by spinning, shaking,
ing, or sliding @8,10,11,13–15#. Granular materials could
also be distinguished by their elastic property which b
comes useful when dealing with grains of the same mass
size. Differences in elasticity between grains were found
be sufficient to result in the formation of patterns via shak
along different directions@12#.

In this paper, we demonstrate a simple configuration t
permits the separation at high resolution, of grains of
same mass and size but different elastic properties. Effic
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segregation is achieved without additional mechanical w
~e.g., shaking, spinning! on the system configuration whic
consists of cylindrical pipe of radiusRc with its axis directed
towards ground~see, Fig. 1!. Located a distanceH from the
entrance facet of radiusRe , is a massive~spheroid! obstacle
of massMo and radiusRo , whose center is located on th
cylinder axis. A grain of massMg (!Mo) and radiusRg ,
enters the pipe at a random position in the entrance fa
accelerates downward due to gravity and collides with

FIG. 1. Simple system for segregating particles of the sa
mass and size but different elasticity. Particles are released at
domly chosen locations in the entrance facet atz50, accelerate
downwards due to gravity, and strike an obstructing spheroid
massMo@Mg . Center O of the spheroid is located atz5H and its
spheroid radiusRo,Rc . Since Re5Ro , every falling particle
strikes the obstacle at least once. The dotted curve represe
typical trajectory of the particle.
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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spheroid. The bounce behavior of the grain is influenced
its elasticity relative to the spheroid obstacle and can re
to subsequent~elastic! collisions with the cylindrical wall
and the obstacle at later times.

In the absence of interparticle collision (Rg→0), the con-
figuration leads to a natural focusing of the falling grains
points along the cylinder axis. The specific focus locat
depends only on the coefficient of restitution of the falli
grain and the massive obstacle. It is independent of the in
locations at the entrance facet. An efficient segregation p
cess is, therefore, realized without additional mechan
work ~e.g., shaking, spinning! given to the system. To ou
knowledge such kind of systems has attracted minimal at
tion since the Galton board which is a two-dimensional
rangement of pegs that resembles a crystalline structure@16#.

The focusing behavior of the falling grains are inves
gated in both space and time. We compare the results tha
obtained via a massive spheroid with that of an equa
massive conic obstacle. The configuration at hand repres
a filter design that is economical, efficient, and easy to ma
tain. The segregation dynamics that is determined could
provide new insights into the behavior of complicated r
systems such as cascading rocks and debris.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II
present a derivation of the governing equations of motion
the falling grain and the results of the numerical experime
are presented and analyzed in Secs. III and IV, respectiv

II. FORMULATION

A. General

The trajectoryrW5rW(x,y,z,t) of a point particle that is
under the influence of forceFW and which undergoes aK
number of collisions during flight, is described by

Mgd2rW/dt25(
k

JW kd~ t2tk!1FW ~rW,drW/dt,t !, ~1!

where Mg is the particle mass,t is time, JW k represents the
impulse that is generated during thekth collision,d() is the
Dirac delta function,tk is the time of collision, and indexk
51,2, . . . ,K. The particle is initially (t50) at locationz
5zo .

In terms of the tangential~T! and normal~N! components
of the incident momentumpW k5MgvW k , of the particle at the
moment of thekth collision, the impulseJW k is given by

JW k5~mT21!pW k
(T)2~mN11!pW k

(N) , ~2!

wherepW k5pW k
(T)1pW k

(N) @10#. The presence of a nonzero no
mal coefficient of restitutionmN causes the linear momentu
of the particle to change and to lose energy (0<mN<1). On
the other hand, the presence of a tangential componenmT
can lead to a possible spinning of the particle (21,mT
,1). NonzeromN andmT values imply the presence of ela
ticity and friction between the two interacting surfaces.
collision is elastic whenm51.0 and perfectly inelastic whe
m50.
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A moving particle collides with a fixed~massive! three-
dimensional obstacleO and the~outer! wall W which are
described by surfacesQo(rW)50 andQw(rW)50, respectively.
The instances of collisions$tk% are time solutions to
Qo„rW(tk)…50, or Qw„rW(tk)…50.

In this work we assume that:~i! FW 5mgW , wheregW is gravi-
tational acceleration and~ii ! System configuration consists o
a cylindrical pipe and a massive obstacle of radiusRo that is
oriented along the cylinder axis~see, Sec. I!. The three-
dimensional wall profile of the pipe is described b
Qw(r,z,u)5r2rw50, where:rw.Ro . Two kinds of solid
obstacles are considered—the spheroid and the cone w
are described respectively by

Qo~r,z,u!5r21z22Ro
250 ~3a!

and

Qo~r,z,u!5r tanu1z50. ~3b!

For the cone, we haver,Ro and u as the angle of the
cone with respect to the horizontal. Figure 1 shows the g
metrical configuration for the case of a spheroid obstacle

B. Numerical implementation

The trajectory of themth falling particle (Rg50) is
tracked using Eq.~1! in the case of a uniform force fieldFW

5mgW , until it crosses a certain transverse planez5zh down
the pipe where indexm51,2, . . . ,M . The most recent posi
tion of a particle is given by

rWm,q115rWm,q1vW m,qdt10.5gW dt2, ~4!

whererWm,q andvW m,q are the position and velocity of themth
particle after theqth iteration, anddt is the time duration
that it takes for the particle to change position fromrWm,q to
rWm,q11. The particle velocity atrWm,q11 is

vW m,q115vW m,q1gW dt. ~5!

We chose the time-step size such that the particle can
advance a maximum distance ofRo /256, within dt. Upon
collision with the obstacle, the incident velocityvW k is decom-
posed into its tangential and normal components:

vW k5vW k
(T)1vW k

(N) . ~6!

At the collision point with the obstacle or wall, the unit no
mal vector is defined as

n̂5¹W Q~r,z!/u¹W Q~r,z!u, ~7!

such thatvW (N)5(vW •n̂)n̂ andvW (T)5vW 2vW (N), where ‘‘• ’’ rep-
resents a vector dot product. Immediately after collision,
normal velocity component changes asvW (N)→2mNvW (N). The
tangential component of the rebound velocityvW (T) remains
unchanged in the absence of frictional effects, i.e.,vW (T)
6-2
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→vW(T) @17,18#. All collisions of themth particle with the wall
are assumed to be elastic.

III. EXPERIMENTS

We consider the simpler case when the falling grains
infinitely small (Rg50, mT50) and the collision cross sec
tion of the spheroid is equal to the entrance facet areaRe
5Ro). Viewed from the top, scattering cross section of t
spheroid ispRo

2 . A total of M identical grains are release
from rest at random initial positions~uniformly random dis-
tribution! in the entrance facet. In the absence of collisio
with other grains, a falling grain remains in one and the sa
plane of incidence regardless of the number of collisions
it experiences with the obstacle or wall. The problem the
fore, is two dimensional in character. All numerical calcu
tions are done in double precision@g112GNU projectC
andC11 Compiler ~egcs-1.1.2!#.

Focusing behavior of falling grains. We found that the
trajectories of the falling grains are focused towards a po
in the cylinder axis after colliding with the obstacle and t
cylinder walls. A transverse planez5zF , can be found that
shows a significant peaking in the arrival distribution at t
axial region~see, Fig. 2!. The focus locations (x50,zF) de-
pends on them5mN value.

Figure 3 presents profiles of the grain distribution at s
eral transverse planes near the focal plane. Focusing red
the uncertainty of the grain location from one part
2Ro /Dx to one part in 2RF /Dx, whereRF (!Ro) is the
radius of the central spot of the probability density distrib
tion andDx is the sampling interval~bin! in the x axis. We
found that 2RF'4Dx, regardless of the numerical value
Dx.

FIG. 2. Trajectories~flight path! of M5104 falling grains in the
x-z plane (Rc53.5Ro) for mN50.8 ~a!, 0.9 ~b!, and 1.0~c!. Arrows
indicate the peak in the probability of passage through the tra
verse plane. The topmost part of the image is atz5H1Ro , which
is directly below the obstacle whose center is atz5H52.0Ro be-
low the entrance facet (z50). The height of the cylindrical pipe is
15Ro . A ‘‘shadow’’ region is seen immediately below the obstac
where trajectories are not found.
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Figure 4 plots thezF value ~circles! as a function ofmN
for Re53.5Ro , and in the range 0.7<mN<1.0. The solid
curve is described byzF530(12mN)19.6mN

2 , which indi-
cates thatzF increases nonlinearly withmN . A small change
DmN results in a translation of the focus position byDzF
'(19.2mN230)DmN . Also plotted in Fig. 4 is the depen
dence ofzF ~filled circles! with Rc . The solid curve is de-

s- FIG. 3. Distribution P(x/Ro) of landing positions (Dx
52Re/128'0.055Ro , Re53.5Ro , H52.0Ro) near the focus
plane z5zF511.5Ro . P(x/Ro) represents the ratio between th
number of grains incident at positionx of the z plane and the total
number of grains released atz50. ThreemN values are considered
0.75 ~circles!, 0.85 ~triangles!, and 1.0~squares!.

FIG. 4. Location of the focal planez5zF . Dependence ofzF

~unfilled circles! with mN where Dx52Re/128, Re53.5Ro , H
52.0Ro . The solid curve is described byzF530(12mN)
19.6mN

2 . Also shown is the dependence ofzF ~filled circles! with
pipe radiusRe(mN51, Dx52Re/128, H52.0Ro).
6-3
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scribed by:zF50.65Rc
211.1Rc23.1. A small changeDRc

also causes the focus position to translate byDzF'(1.3Rc
11.1)DRc .

Figure 5 plots the dependence ofzF with axial positionH
of spheroid center fromz50. The solid curve is describe
by zF54.96H2226.58H138.94. A small changeDH results
into a translation of the focus position byDzF'(9.92H
226.58)DH. The results in Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate that t
location of the focal plane is sensitive to variations in t
values ofmN , Rc , andH.

Time of flight. We also plot the values of the relative tim
of flight T5t(z)2to , wheret(z) is the time duration that it
takes for a falling grain from the entrance facet (z50), to
reach a chosenz plane which is located below the obstac
andto is the duration for the grain to reach the samez plane
without the obstacle~collision-free free fall!.

Figure 6 plots the landing locationsx of the falling grains
as a function ofT for z5H ~a!, H1Ro ~b!, H17Ro ~c!, H
118Ro ~d!, where2Rc<x<Rc . Each plot contains the ar
rival positions of 103 grains that are released at random p
sitions in the entrance facet (Re53.5Ro). Thex(T) plots are
degenerate and exhibits a periodic pattern withT. Their char-
acteristics imply that in the absence of intergrain collisio
grains which are released simultaneously at random
selected locations in the entrance facet arrive at a chosz
plane at different times due to collisions with the obsta
and walls, which increase their flight times.

No grains are incident at regions nearx50 in Figs. 6~a!
and 6~b!. However, with increasingz from z5H @Fig. 6~a!#,
x(T) curves ‘‘expand’’ towards the cylinder walls (x
56Rc) and get ‘‘reflected’’ towards the opposite directio
@Fig. 6~b!#. The tips of the two curves from the opposi

FIG. 5. Dependence ofzF ~filled circles! with distanceH of the
obstacle from z50 (mN51, Dx52Re/128, Re53.5Ro). The
solid curve is described byzF54.96H2226.58H138.94.
04130
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sides eventually meet with each other atx50, to form the
focal plane atz5zF'H17Ro @Fig. 6~c!#. Hence, the grain
arrivals at the focal plane, are nonuniform in time and occ
in a series of bursts.

The presence of the massive obstacle introduces de
eracy into the allowed arrival positions at a chosenz plane
for grains which are released randomly at the entrance fa
Figure 7 plots the arrival positionx at z5H113Ro , as a
function of the release positionxo at z50 with the cylindri-
cal wall removed (Rc→`). Thex(xo) plot is highly periodic
in the log scale of thexo axis which implies that grains
released atxo andxo/10s,1, arrive at the samex-location in
the plane:z5H113Ro , wheres is an integer.

Annular entrance facet. When the initial positions of the
falling grains are restricted to within an annular regio
R1,xo,R2, the resulting transverse grain distribution at
transverse planez5” zF , is also annular. At the focal plane
the grain distribution is more confined than that produc
with a circular entrance facet. This is a direct consequenc
the degeneracy ofx with xo as illustrated in Fig. 7.

Conic obstacle. We also investigated the effect of obstac
shape on the focusing behavior by considering a~massive!
conic obstacle instead of the spheroid. The apex~part of
obstacle nearest to the entrance facet! of the cone is located
at H57Ro , and the base radius isRo . Viewed from the top,
the scattering cross section of the conic ispRo

2 which is
equal to that of the spheroid that was considered earlier.
ures 8~a! and 8~b! present the grain trajectories for the fo
lowing set of parameter values: (H59Ro , Rc56Ro , mN
51.0) and (H510Ro , Rc56Ro , mN51.0), respectively.
Unlike with the spheroid obstacle, focusing of the fallin
grains occurs only for a unique combination of values forH,

FIG. 6. Spheroid obstacle. Arrival positionsx of falling grains as
a function ofT for z5H ~a!, H1Ro ~b!, H17Ro ~c!, H118Ro ~d!,
where2Rc<x<Rc . Each plot contains the landing records of 13

grains that are released at random positions in the entrance
(Re53.5Ro).
6-4
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GRAVITY-ASSISTED SEGREGATION OF GRANULAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 041306 ~2002!
Rc , and mN . Deviations from the parameter combinatio
result in focusing failure. Table I lists theH2Rc combina-
tions (mN51.0) that yield a focused distribution at the pla
z5zF , for the conic obstacle of base radiusRo .

IV. DISCUSSION

A technique has been demonstrated that separates g
of the same mass and size but different coefficient of re
tution m. With a massive spheroid obstacle, the focusing
the falling grains is obtained. The separation process is
cient because at the focal plane, the grains are gathered

FIG. 7. Arrival positions x/Ro of falling grains at z5H
115Ro , as a function of release positionxo /Ro ~in log10 scale! at
the entrance facetz50.

FIG. 8. Massive conic obstacle. Grain trajectories forM
523103 ~a! H59Ro , Rc56Ro , mN51.0 and ~b! H
510Ro , Rc56Ro , mN51.0. The topmost and bottom parts
each image arez5H1Ro andz520Ro , respectively.
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a very small area around thez axis even if they are release
at random positions in the entrance facet. The process is
economical because it relies only on the force of gravity. F
given Ro , Rc , Re , and H values, focal plane locationzF
exhibits a quadratic dependence withmN . The ability to re-
solve two closely-separated valuesmN1 and mN2, is easier
for grains with large mN’s since DzF'(19.2̂ mN&
230)DmN , where ^mN&50.5(mN11mN2), and DmN
5umN12mN2u. The zF(Rc) plot in Fig. 4, reveals that the
spheroid obstacle and the cylinder walls are necessary
focusing to happen for the spherical grains.

Grains arrive at the focal plane in ‘‘bursts’’ even if the
are released simultaneously at the entrance facet prov
that intergrain collisions are absent. Grains that leave
entrance facet from initial positions that are near to the c
inder axis are likely to undergo multiple bounces and th
time of flights to the focus plane are longer than those
leased at positions which are far from the axis.

So far we have only considered dimensionless gra
(Rg50). The corresponding case of a finite-sized grain
radiusRg.0, may be understood by noting that in the a
sence of rotation~spin!, its bounce behavior is equivalent t
that of a dimensionless grain colliding with an obstacle
‘‘effective’’ radius (Ro1Rg), and effective pipe radius o
(Rc2Ro). Focusing may not occur in the presence of ro
tional motion for the falling grains when the kinetic energy
not totally utilized for the translational displacement of t
center of mass of the grain.

The focusing behavior of the falling grains is depende
on the surface profile of the massive obstacle. With a sp
oid, focusing is ensured for a large number of combinatio
for Rc andH values~see, Figs. 4 and 5!. With a cone, focus-
ing is only possible for specific values ofRc and H ~see,
Table I!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a simple configuration that leads to
high-resolution separation of grains of similar mass and s
but different elastic properties. Falling grains are focused
points on the cylinder axis according to the relative values
their coefficient of friction.
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TABLE I. Conic obstacle. Combination of parameter values t
leads to focusing of falling grains.

Rc /Ro H/Ro zF /Ro

5 7.25 10.68
6 9.00 12.99
7 10.0 14.85
8 12.0 17.31
9 13.0 19.17
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